This way to the Common Core!
Like all students, English learners need complex texts. ELL expert Lily Wong Fillmore
writes, “Simplified texts offer no clue as to what academic language sounds like
or how it works.” Reading Street™ Common Core helps English learners work with
complex texts in support of language development and learning.

5 Guiding ELL Principles
Reading Street Common Core organizes
instruction around five research-based
principles that support English learners.

1

Identify and communicate content
and language objectives

2

Frontload the lesson

3

Provide comprehensible input

4

Enable language production

5

Assess for content and language
understanding

“The instructional supports and assessment tools
provided in Reading Street are designed to enable
English learners to catch up academically as
rapidly as possible.”
—Jim Cummins, Ph.D.
University of Toronto
Consulting Author

Reading Street is ELL Street
Teacher’s Edition

ELD/ELL Teaching Guide

Online First Stop

ELL Posters

ELL principles are built into the
lesson design. Daily support
accelerates language development.

Scaffolded lesson plans for ELD and ELL
Readers support language acquisition
and literacy development each week.

High-quality illustrations and
five days of activities support
oral vocabulary, selection
vocabulary, and lesson concepts.

From frontloading to assessing, this road
map to Reading Street includes essential
information on ELL instruction.
ELD Readers

Weekly reader for beginning and
intermediate English proficiency levels.
The focus is language development of
key concepts and vocabulary.

Small Group Support

Weekly targeted lessons provide
instruction by strand and by
proficiency level.

ELL Readers

Weekly reader for advanced and
advanced high English proficiency
levels. The focus is language
development for reading fluency.

ELL Handbook
• Daily integrated

support for increasing
language proficiency

• Best practices:

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Phonics
Writing
Conventions

ELL strategies, expert advice, and useful
resources guide children’s transition to
advanced levels of proficiency.

• Multilingual

vocabulary and
summaries

Concept Literacy Readers
Technology

Video, audio, and multimedia activities
support every selection with interactive
and engaging learning.

ReadingStreet.com
PearsonSchool.com
800-848-9500
Copyright Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
ADV: 978-0-328-73984-4 (FOR REP ORDERS)
SAM: 978-0-328-74255-4
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Weekly reader supports
concept development and
the Question of the Week.

English Language Learners

Accelerate language development.
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“Here we go!”

DAY 2

ELL support in every lesson.
Interactive Sing with Me
Big Book

Build Oral Vocabulary

Sing with Me Big Book Audio

Robust Vocabulary Routine

Daily
instruction
to build oral
language

1. Introduce the Word Relate the word inhale to the book. The frog gobbles
up the snails so fast it is as if he inhales them. Supply a child-friendly
definition. To inhale something is to breathe it in, like air. Have children say
the word.

DAY 2
at a Glance

DAY 2

2. Demonstrate Provide examples to show meaning. Before jumping into a
pool, I inhale some air. Don’t stand too close to the campfire or you might
environment
Plant and Animal Communities
Build Oral Vocabulary
inhale some smoke.
require

Content Knowledge
Oral Vocabulary

Content Knowledge

slimy
sludge
thrive
capture
Robust Vocabulary Routine
inhale
creature

EXPAND THE CONCEPT To reinforce concepts and to focus children’s

attention, have children sing “A Good Environment” from the Sing with Me

Interactive Sing with Me
Big Book
Sing with Me Big Book Audio

3. Apply Have children
their tounderstanding.
Show me what you
Big Book. Whydemonstrate
is a good environment important
animals? (Animals get
food and shelter from plants.)
would do if a doctor
told you to inhale.
1. Introduce the Word Relate the word inhale to the book. The frog gobbles
Phonics/Spelling
Phonemic Awareness
Segment and Blend Phonemes
Long u: u_e; Long e: e_e
Inflected Ending -ed

up the snails so fast it is as if he inhales them. Supply a child-friendly
definition. To inhale something is to breathe it in, like air. Have children say

Build Oral Language

4. Display the Word
Run your hand under the chunks in-hale as you the
read
word.
INTRODUCE AMAZING WORDS Display
the Big Book A Frog in the Bog. Read the
2. Demonstrate Provide examples to show meaning. Before jumping into a
the
word.
Selection Vocabulary
title and identify the author. Explain that in
pool, I inhale some air. Don’t stand too close to the campfire or you might
bear, forest, hummingbird, leaves,
High-Frequency Words
around, find, food, grow, under,
water

squirrels, woodpecker
Context Clues

the story, the author uses some Amazing

inhale some smoke.

Words. Read the story and have children
See p. OV•5 to teach
slimy.
listen for the words inhale and slimy.

Conventions
Singular and Plural Nouns

Routines Flip Chart

Writing
Description

Handwriting
Letter Dd/Letter Size

Reread this sentence from the Big Book.

ISBN 0-328-16181-0
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He inhales FIVE snails from their heads to
their tails!
FrogBog.indd Sec1:2-Sec1:3

•
•
•
•
•
•

See p. OV•5 to teach slimy.
Big Book
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Routines Flip Chart

• Have children repeat the sentence with you. What does He inhales FIVE
Materials
and
animals are important
to each other.
snails mean? (He eats five snails.)

Student Edition
Sing with Me Big Book
Big Book
Sound-Spelling Cards
Decodable Reader 11B
Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook

slimy
sludge
capture
creature

Sentence Production Have children
practice the Amazing Words by Access for All
completing these sentences orally:Strategic Intervention
Production Have children
When I inhale perfume, it smellsSentence
practice the Amazing Words by
completing these sentences orally:
. After touching the slimy
When I inhale perfume, it smells
Discuss
howI plants
. After touching the slimy
worm,
.

ADD TO THE CONCEPT MAP

ConceptandMap
animals are important to each other.

• What other word could we use in place of inhales? Have children share their
suggestions.

• What does “A Good Environment” say about what
• After children have tried other words, ask: Why do you think the author
animals get from
plants? (Birds, deer, bees, and
chose the word inhales? (It rhymes with snails and tails.)
ants get shelter and food from plants.) Let’s add
ONE tick, TWO fleas, THREE flies (Oh, my!), FOUR slugs (Ew, ugh!), and FIVE
slimy snails
belly of
the frog
on the half-sunk
in the middle of the bog.
Birds,
andin the
ants
get
shelter
andlog food
Common
Coredeer, bees,
State Standards
Speaking/Listening
2. plants
Ask and
from
to
our
concept
map.
•
Point
to
the
line
FIVE
slimy
snails.
What
does
slimy
mean?
(sticky and
answer questions about key details
in a text read aloud or information
presented orally or through other
media. Also Language 5.c., 6.

environment
require
thrive
inhale

4. Display the Word Run your hand under the chunks in-hale as you read
the word.

TALK ABOUT SENTENCES AND WORDS

ADD TO THE CONCEPT MAP Discuss how plants

Research and Inquiry
Research Skill: Alphabetical Order

Access for All

3. Apply Have children demonstrate their understanding. Show me what you
would do if a doctor told you to inhale.Strategic Intervention

Text-Based Comprehension
Author’s Purpose
Background Knowledge

slippery)

Concept Map

• What else did “The Life of an Oak Tree” teach us about how trees help
animals? (Birds and squirrels make homes in trees. Trees provide food for
squirrels.) Let’s add these things to the concept map.

• What else did “The Life of an Oak Tree” teach us about how trees help
animals? (Birds and squirrels make homes in trees. Trees provide food for
squirrels.) Let’s add these things to the concept map.
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Instructional conversations focus on complex
text for grammar, structure, and meaning.
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.

• In yesterday’s Read Aloud story, “The Life of an Oak Tree,” what does it say
about how insects thrive in oak trees? (Insects eat the leaves of the tree.)
Let’s add Insects eat leaves from trees to the concept map.

• In yesterday’s Read
Aloud
story,
Life
anin place
Oakof slimy.
Tree,” what does it say
• Team Talk
Turn to your
partner“The
and try some
otherof
words
about how insects thrive in oak trees? (Insects eat the leaves of the tree.)
Let’s add Insects eat leaves from trees to the concept map.

Talk About Sentences and Words

worm, I

• What does “A Good Environment” say about what
animals get from plants? (Birds, deer, bees, and
ants get shelter and food from plants.) Let’s add
Birds, deer, bees, and ants get shelter and food
from plants to our concept map.
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Reinforce Vocabulary Use the Day 2
instruction on ELL Poster 11 to
reinforce meanings of high-frequency
words.
Adjective Endings Explain that
some words, such as slime, become
adjectives when we add the letter
y to the end: slimy. Provide some
other examples: jump, jumpy; sun,
sunny. Have children recall any other
examples they may know.

Reinforce Vocabulary Use the Day 2
instruction on ELL Poster 11 to
reinforce meanings of high-frequency
words.
Adjective Endings Explain that
some words, such as slime, become
adjectives when we add the letter
y to the end: slimy. Provide some
other examples: jump, jumpy; sun,
sunny. Have children recall any other
examples they may know.
Life in the Forest
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Life in the Forest
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“The most meaningful support is provided by teachers
engaging students in instructional conversations.”
–Lily Wong Fillmore
Contributing Author

Daily strategies
for content
and language
understanding

144b
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Intensive scaffolding every day.
Two Books
Same Title
Same Concept
Same Illustrations
Different Language Levels

gies
nt
age
ding

ELD Reader

ELL Reader

• Oral Proficiency Levels 1–2

• Oral Proficiency Levels 3–5

• Text adapted for beginning and intermediate levels

• Text adapted for advanced/advanced high levels

• High-frequency words and concept words

• Key concept words highlighted and defined on page

• Basic English and survival vocabulary

Online Small Group Support
Targeted lessons provide instruction by
strand and by proficiency levels.

More to Explore
Engaging activities in each ELL and ELD
Reader build background in the weekly
concept and vocabulary.

Professional support for every teacher.
ELL Handbook
• Full weekly support for every lesson
• Professional development and best practices
• Multilingual selection summaries and vocabulary
• Tested word cards and extend language activities
• Daily integrated

support for increasing
language proficiency

• Best practices:

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Phonics
Writing
Conventions

• Multilingual

vocabulary and
summaries

• Daily integrated

support for increasing
language proficiency

• Best practices:

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Phonics
Writing
Conventions

• Multilingual

vocabulary and
summaries

• Week-at-a-glance planners
• Alternate comprehension lessons for tested skills
•P
 honics and grammar lessons with
English transfer support
• Language transfer charts
• ELL workshops and teaching routines
• ELL and ELD Reader Study Guides

